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Introduction and Motivation: The High Resolu-

tion Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) onboard the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) acquires the high-
est-resolution orbital images (0.25–1 m/pix) on Mars [1-
2]. Since 2006, HiRISE has acquired over 60,000 obser-
vations contributing to over 1,500 peer-reviewed publi-
cations. As of December 2019, HiRISE has contributed 
~190 TB of products to the Planetary Data System 
(PDS), including 6,399 pipeline-produced anaglyphs, 
and released nearly 700 selectively produced Digital 
Terrain Models (DTMs) [3]. Many of these images were 
initiated by public suggestions (see Fig. 1). 

The purpose of this abstract is to inform the commu-
nity how best to enter targets into the HiRISE sugges-
tion database and help explore Mars (also see [4-6]). 
Our best image suggestions come from our colleagues 
in the scientific community actively pursuing research 
that would benefit from additional, specific HiRISE 
coverage. Additional updates regarding HiRISE, in-
cluding instrument status, spacecraft health, and long-
term prospects, are described in a blog post (McEwen 
2019) at https://www.uahirise.org/epo/2019-apr-23/.  

 HiWish targeting portal for HiRISE: You can 
help us decide what places on Mars HiRISE will photo-
graph next! To suggest a new target, first create an ac-
count using the HiWish tab of the HiRISE website. Next 
login to HiWish and begin creating new suggestions. At 
the main login window there are multiple links for 
searching the database, FAQs, interactive maps, and 
lists of your prior suggestions including their status. 
You can also browse or search the targets already in our 
database, including those for past suggested HiRISE im-
ages, as well as locations with DTMs.  

General process – Once logged in, a HiWish user 
can create a stand-alone, repeat, or stereo suggestion 
(see below). Suggestions require a Title and Science Ra-
tionale. The Title will typically include a location and 
feature to be imaged (e.g., Crater In Meridiani Planum). 
The Science Rationale requires a short description of the 
intended objective, which tells the HiRISE team why 
this image should be taken. This is important as it com-
municates to the team the significance of your target. 

The Special Notes panel allows the user to provide 
any helpful details they think might be beneficial for op-
timal science return when taking the image. For exam-
ple, specific viewing conditions such as seasonal con-
straints (see below). Next, set your suggestion’s relative 
Priority (1-lowest to 5-highest) among the rest of your 
suggestions.  To view prior HiRISE suggestions/images 
and their justification, navigate (pan/zoom or move) in 

the HiWish map, and select any (yellow) HiRISE Target 
footprint or search via query. This will open that sug-
gestion’s HiWish page where information on the target 
can viewed. 

All suggestions need to be placed into an appropriate 
Science Theme (e.g., Aeolian, Impact Processes, Polar 
Geology, Tectonic Processes, Future Landing Sites 
etc.). Note that each theme page lists a contact person 
for that theme. New suggestions will get a unique track-
ing number that remains the same throughout the plan-
ning process.  

Stand-alone targets – From the log in screen, select 
the Create A New Suggestion link. There, an interactive 
map allows you to zoom in/out on various base maps of 

Figure 1. Global distribution of pubic HiRISE suggestions.  

Figure 2. The HiWish targeting portal for HiRISE.  
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Mars and locate a target region (Fig. 2). If unsure about 
a region’s location, enter its name into the Find field. 
Double clicking on the map places your initial target 
placement, then selecting it allows you to shift its loca-
tion. Data footprints for various other instruments (e.g., 
CRISM, CTX, etc.) can be toggled on or off using con-
trols below the map. Each of those instrument footprints 
links to the image in ASU’s Mars Image Explorer.  

The suggestion footprint is initially very short (20k 
lines); you can increase the image length on the slide bar 
below the map. For reference, the HiRISE camera at the 
time of this writing cannot typically acquire full resolu-
tion images longer than 50K lines (see examples in our 
catalog). If you need a longer image, consider request-
ing a lower-resolution (2x2 binning; 50 cm per pixel) 
target or breaking it up into multiple targets. Images 
may be shortened during planning due to data volume 
or temperature constraints. Thus the center of the target 
is more important than its length. 

High latitude suggestions will naturally have addi-
tional seasonal constraints, as the lighting conditions 
prohibit imaging in these areas during large portions of 
the year. The HiWish tool may place your polar sugges-
tion at an oblique angle to adjacent images in the region. 
If this occurs, just make sure your target is well centered 
and the target is described in the Science Rationale.  

Advanced HiWish Options - The lower HiWish 
panel allows users to request advanced options such as 
stereo, seasonal targeting, high resolution, or potential 
CRISM targeting. Be warned that choosing some of 
these advanced observation constraints will require ad-
ditional user justification and may delay image acquisi-
tion. Note, CRISM [7] ride-along observations are never 
guaranteed, and that instrument is only currently acquir-
ing visible-near infrared spectral observations.   

Stereo targets – If fine-scale topography can aid in 
answering your science objective, then stereo coverage 
can be requested by selecting “Yes” to Stereo Desired 
and providing a justification. This can be accomplished 
for a new stereo target of unique terrain or as a stereo 
completion of a previously acquired image. To do the 
latter, view the previous image’s suggestion HiWish 
page (e.g., 53364) and select “Complete As Stereo” un-
der Options. Do this in place of entering a new target 
suggestion over an existing image footprint. We caution 
users that optimal stereo pairs require similar lighting 
conditions, so these targets will require waiting for a 
similar subsolar latitude as the initial image and may 
take months or years to complete.  

Seasonal or annual monitoring – A new (non-ste-
reo) suggestion can be set for repeat imaging in the Ad-
vanced Options by increasing the Number of Observa-
tions, checking the box for Seasonal Constraints, and 
typing or using the sliders to set the desired Ls (seasonal) 
range. Please elaborate any details in the special notes 

section. If there is a particular image in our database for 
which you wish a longer baseline repeat image, you can 
place a new target overlapping that area then ascribe a 
similar solar longitude. Keep in mind, we may not be 
able to repeat the earlier image’s full length (due to cur-
rent instrument/mission restrictions), so provide addi-
tional input on any spatial preference (e.g., “prefer ter-
rain just under crater rim”, “keep dunes centered”, etc.). 
Note that stereo and seasonal repeat images need to be 
entered separately. 

The process of acquiring images – Once entered into 
the Suggestion database, HiRISE Science Theme Leads 
(STLs; listed on the theme pages) will prioritize new 
suggestions based on their science rationale and per-
ceived urgency. Suggestions from the database are then 
planned, acquired, validated, and eventually released to 
the PDS and posted on the HiRISE website on a regular 
cadence (currently the first week of every month). Sug-
gestion IDs, although retired when the new image satis-
fies its science objectives, are kept paired with the new 
image numbers. When your suggestion has been ac-
quired and released, you will receive an automatic noti-
fication at the email you used when you registered. Your 
images will be listed on your HiWish suggestion page 
with links to all of the data products. 

Image acquisitions can take several months to years. 
Several factors may delay a suggestion from being ac-
quired (e.g., seasonal or data volume constraints). Pop-
ular areas like current landing sites (e.g., Gale crater, 
Jezero crater), Valles Marineris, or Mawrth Vallis fre-
quently host a backlog of high and moderate priority tar-
gets that will compete with your suggestion. Addition-
ally, MRO provides relay resources for NASA surface 
landers along with mission priority imaging, which can 
restrict pointing to nearby targets. If there is a particular 
suggestion that is time-critical for your investigation, 
and the normal process is not successful, you might con-
sider contacting the Science Theme Lead for that inves-
tigation, or another HiRISE team member (coauthors of 
this abstract are available to help!).  

Additional resources for HiRISE users:  
HiView software – View your favorite HiRISE im-

ages at full-resolution using our HiView tool.  
Image and DTM captions – Each week we also re-

lease image or DTM captions written by team members 
and guest authors.  

 Science Nuggets – Occasionally science team mem-
bers release one-slide summaries of their current re-
search in Keynote, PowerPoint & PDF format.  
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